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Abstract: Context-aware recommender systems have been developed to
consider users’ preferences in various contextual situations. While designing
such systems, one immediate concern, is to preserve the integrity of the
recommender and minimise the attack probability of biased users who may
indirectly influence the outcome of the system. Several algorithms have been
developed to identify malicious users in contextual environments. In this paper,
we propose a reputation-controlled fish school (RCFS) algorithm to identify
trustable users and utilise them in recommendations. In addition, we propose a
recommendation algorithm that replicates the behaviour of social insects using
a hybrid artificial bee colony (ABC) and simulated annealing (SA) technique.
Finally, we demonstrate that the resulting feedback strategies can increase the
effectiveness of the recommenders’ decisions.
Keywords: artificial bee colony; ABC; contextual recommender system; fish
school algorithm; reputation ratings; simulated annealing; SA; trusted user
detection.
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Introduction

The existing recommender systems rely on recommending optimal items to individual
users. However, they usually do not consider any contextual information, such as the time
the user has, the place where the user is or the group of people the user belongs to(e.g.,
for watching movies or for a long drive or could be simply retuning back home after
rigorous office hour). In other words, recommender systems deal with applications
having only three types of entities: users, items and set of constraints. The missing
context, when providing recommendations could be crucial for the users to make a choice
in line with their cognitive, aesthetic and behavioural preferences. For instance, in
applications like recommending a vacation package, personalised content on a website or
music recommendation depending on the mood of the individuals, the relevance of a
contextual recommender system is evident (Su etal., 2010). More specifically, we
consider the challenging task of a new tourist, who must gather all possible information
before a trip. In the earlier days, people had to rely on manual-based indicative tools (e.g.,
route map, guide book, informal way of information gathering, etc.) prior to a trip. The
immediate shortcomings of these resources (information overload, lack of reality, etc.)
could confuse new tourists who could be easily misguided. As a consequence, a
personalised dynamic recommendation becomes mandatory for most of the collective
tasks.
A recommender system is a software tool, which serves users’ needs. The working
principle behind a recommender system is to perform filtering operations among an
enormous volume of information in the database. Standard filtering techniques include
collaborative, content, knowledge and hybrid filtering. Information can also be
recommended with respect to specialised users’ event occurrences. A recommender
oriented towards identifying users’ event is known as a context-aware recommender
system. For example, a rainy weather context might require songs recommendation
suitable for rainy days. A context may have different specifications known as contextual
features (mountain, sea, hill, etc.). Contextual computing is one of the tricky tasks and at
present it is in demand. The representation of a simple contextual recommender system at
work is given in Figure 1.
Figure 1

A contextual recommender system at work (see online version for colours)

One of the difficulties of working in contextual environments is to guarantee the security
of the system. Indeed, the system could be intentionally biased towards misconception
and, consequently, lead to false recommendation. In order to overcome this limitation, the
current paper proposes a novel algorithm to detect suspicious similar profile-based users
and learn preferences from similar trusted users. In order to identify the reputed and
trusted users; we propose a reputation-controlled fish school (RCFS) algorithm. We also
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propose a conventional recommendation approach using a hybrid strategy to recommend
choices towards the target user.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the
state-of-the-art on context-aware recommender systems. Sections 3 and 4 describe the
model proposed in this study. Section 5 discusses our experimental results. Finally,
conclusion and future research directions are presented in Section 6.

2

State-of-the-art

In the last few years, context-aware systems have been growing as a popular research
area among research communities associated with recommender, information retrieval,
machine intelligence, data and web mining. Due to the diversified nature of contextual
features context-aware systems also have immense potential practical applications to
commercial fields. For example, context-aware recommender systems have been
successfully used in industry as devise for product recommendation at Amazon, music
recommendation at iTunes, movie recommendation at Netflix, etc. Moreover, researchers
have extensively explored context-aware systems in association with contextual
variables. In the following paragraph we highlight some of the most recent works related
to contextual computing.
The classical results on contexts, contextual computing, contextual applications and
classifications have been introduced by Abowd et al. (1999). The importance of
contextual features achieving recommendation accuracy has been discussed in
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 1999). The article introduced three algorithms: contextual
pre-filtering, post-filtering and modelling for inclusion of contextual features. A study on
multidimensional user-item rating approach was proposed by (Adomavicius et al., 2005).
The work compared multi-dimensional and traditional two dimensional user-item rating
in contextual environments.
Apart from the classical approaches, a recent research on context-aware
mobile tourism recommenders Meehan et al. (2013) has used contextual factors
(temperature, weather, time, sentiment and user preferences). The user rating strategy in
contextual mobile recommenders and their effectiveness has been discussed in Baltrunas
et al. (2012). The strengths and weaknesses of mobile tourism recommenders have
been identified in Schwinger et al. (2008). Kaminskas and Ricci (2011) proposed a
location-based contextual tag oriented music recommender. The use of fuzzy utility
theory to model uncertain users’ context preferences has been studied in Park et al.
(2006). Meyers (2007) demonstrated the effect of users’ mood-based preferences on
Music Recommender in his Master’s thesis. The use of probabilistic contextual variables
for daily activities in mobile music recommender has been introduced in Wang et al.
(2012). A music recommender model C2_Music recommendation has been proposed in
Lee and Lee (2007). Rho et al. (2009) introduced a music recommender based on mood
classification and human emotion prediction. An agent-based contextual recommender
that predicts users’ preferences has been proposed in Hong et al. (2009). Abbar et al.
(2009) developed a contextual recommender to improve recommendation. The
performance improvement in contextual recommenders has been studied in this work. Liu
and Aberer (2013) discussed asocial recommender to predict missing user-item ratings.
Odic et al. (2013) presented an algorithm that helps users to select significant contextual
information resulting in high ratings or recommendation.
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Verbert et al. (2012) discussed an intelligent approach to improve technology
enhanced learning under contextual environment. In addition, their work identified and
critically evaluated recent significant works in contextual recommendation. Wang et al.
(2015) proposed an efficient collaborative filtering algorithm for similar users. The
algorithm deploys entropy-driven model to compute users’ similarities and Manhattan
distance-based model to perform rating and recommendation. Wu et al. (2015) conceived
a graph-based approach to perform improved contextual recommendation. Moreover,
they proposed a novel probabilistic method to execute the filtering process. Majid et al.
(2013) proposed a contextual tourism recommendation algorithm using social media data.
Their experiment revealed significant improvement in recommendation compared to
traditional techniques. Castro et al. (2015) introduced a strategy to generate high
consensus among members to reveal actual item ratings. Similar to Castro’s work, Yu
(2015) proposed a multiplicative intuitionistic fuzzy algorithm to predict preference to
group of users. Liu (2009) developed an algorithm to incorporate social information in to
recommender providing effective results compared to traditional collaborative
filtering. Shi et al. (2013) presented an effective movie recommender based on user mood
using joint matrix factorisation method. Liu (2009) discussed an effective method to
rank items reducing the searching time. A contextual query-based recommendation
technique has been proposed by Levandoski et al. (2013). Dutta and Kumaravel (2015)
designed a method to incorporate contextual information which increases the
recommender performance. Bedi and Agarwal (2012) proposed a recommender
aspect-oriented trust-based mobile recommender system (AOTMRS). The recommender
schema considers user location and dynamics of the recommender agents. Friedrich and
Zanker (2011) proposed a schema capable of performing justifiable recommendation.
One specific aspect worries the researchers that is maintaining the privacy in
contextual computing. Pingley et al. (2009) proposed a various-size-grid Hilbert curve
mapping approach to maintain privacy in a contextual recommender. Feng et al. (2012)
introduced a reputation strategy to detect suspicious users in social recommender. Götz
and Nath (2011) discussed a greedy strategy for preserving the privacy. Chakraborty
et al. (2014) proposed an effective rule-based strategy to maintain privacy in mobile
recommender. Neisse et al. (2006) discussed the challenges to maintain the privacy in a
recommender. Mobasher et al. (2007) presented an algorithm to detect suspicious users
who intentionally disrupt recommendation process. Bedi and Sharma (2012) presented an
effective bio-inspired optimisation ant colony algorithm to identify trusted users using
large scale datasets. Gunduz (2003) discussed usefulness of user clicks and navigations
towards efficient recommendation in his doctoral thesis.

3

A secure RCFS system

One of the difficult tasks of a recommender (conventional or contextual) is maintaining
security aspects during the filtering process. From the viewpoint of a contextual tourism
recommender, for instance, the aim is to identify intruders that may access in the form of
legitimate users. Applying their own voting or recommendations strategies, the intruders
interrupt the recommendation process promoting less popular locations or reducing the
repute of famous locations. As a consequence, new users may not be provided with a
‘secure evaluation’, when they use the recommender system. To overcome this difficulty,
we follow a statistical approach known as reputation rating (Jøsang and Ismail, 2002).
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Reputation systems use reputation ratings to derive a user reputation score. The
reputation scores from users are combined to compute an aggregated feedback. Each user
computes two such feedback values (positive and negative) for others. In other words,
our idea is to construct a contextual recommender similar in structure to a B-tree
hierarchy. A node represents a context and its children represent the specialised features.
The degree of the tree represents the number of users associated with system. Each entry
of a node represents a number of clicks by a user at a time snap. A new user or tourist
initially interacts with the leaf nodes.
The reputation score is a dynamic parameter which changes over time taking into
account user activities. To model reputation transitions, we have designed a RCFS
algorithm. In relation to the present problem, fish school algorithm keeps track and
computes neighbour or similar user reputations. This operation is performed in
subsequent levels of the tree corresponding to the target or new user need. The pictorial
representation of the proposed recommender is given in Figure 2.
Figure 2

Contextual recommender systems (as a four-way B-tree) and user clicks in a timesnap
(see online version for colours)

3.1 Reputation technique
The objective of the current paper is to construct a reputation-based tourism
recommender framework to measure how much a potential user can be trusted before
taking his recommendations or ratings in account. The successful identification of
reputed users requires the formulation of some parameters which are presented below.
These parameters are finally fed into the system. The degree of impact of a user u on a
contextual feature following from the ith context, (Giu), can be denoted as follows:

( Giu ) =

( Oiu +

fiu ) − ( jiu + viu + eiu )
nd

(1)

where Oiu is the number of useful user u clicks resulting in recommendation, higher
rating etc. fiu is the number of user u clicks performing interesting promotional
operations, jiu is the number of user u clicks resulting in opposite opinion from
communities, viu is the number of user u clicks performing obstruction operations, eiu is
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the number of user u clicks resulting in non-interesting operations and nd is the number of
user u clicks over the period d.
The degree of impact of a user u on the ith context (Hiu) can be determined as follows:
if a single contexual
⎧ ( Oiu + fiu ) − ( jiu + viu + eiu )
+ Giu ,
⎪
feature is used by u
nd
⎪
⎪⎪ ( O + fiu ) − ( jiu + viu + eiu )
H iu = ⎨ iu
nd
⎪
if multiple interacting
⎪ + (Number of interactions)
⎪
features are used by u
⎪⎩ ⋅ (Average of Giu ' s ),

(2)

The degree of impact of a user u on the eventual entity (Ku) can be determined as:
K u = Max { H iu }

(3)

i

Computing a final user reputation is a twofold process:
1

computing the reputation ratings from individual’s perspectives

2

combining the reputations to derive a resultant reputation score.

Mathematically, the reputation rating about a user u by a user (users) x is denoted as:
Reputationux =

rux − sux
+ sux + 2

rux

(4)

where rux and sux is the positive and negative feedback about u by x respectively.
In our problem, rux can be determined as follows:
⎢ z × A⎥
rux = ⎢
⎥
⎣ y ⎦

(5)

where z is the number of helpful interactions, A is the number of ratings greater than a
threshold signifying a higher rating and y is the number of required services, while, sux
can be determined as follows:
⎢B⎥
sux = ⎢ ⎥
⎣y⎦

(6)

where B is the number of ratings less than a positive threshold.
Moreover, the following parameters are useful for finding the recommendation level
of a reputed user similar to the new user.
ψ=

Average number of recommendations by new users
Average number of recommendations by all users

(7)

of the contexts or features
μ=

Number of recommendations by new users
Number of recommendations by all users of the feature

(8)
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χ=

Number of levels of the hierarchy forwards the preference of user u
Number of levels of the hierarchy used by user u

(9)

uCF = User relevance or similarity using collaborative filtering
=

( ε ξ )×υ

(10)

Abs ( σ1 − σ 2 )

where ε is the number of common traits between a user and the target user, υ is the
number of similar rating values, ξ is the profile features and Abs(σ1 – σ2) denotes the
absolute rating difference.
u

CCF

=

= User relevance u sin g contextual collaborative filtering

Maxcontext P ( Feature1 ∧ Feature2 ∨ Feature3 context )

(11)

uCF

where the probabilistic term signifies conditional probability of selecting contextual
features provided a context is selected, context denotes the generic context among those
under considerations.

3.2 Fish school search
Fish school search is an intelligent optimisation technique (Filho et al., 2008). FSS is
based on collective behaviour of the fishes for food searching in the aquarium. The
movements of fishes are controlled by four operators: individual movement, feeding,
collective instinctive movement and collective volatile movement operators. Initially, it is
assumed that all fishes are positioned randomly in the aquarium and their weight Wi(0) is
initialised to 1. All the reputation controlled operators are defined through the following
sub-sections.

3.2.1 Individual movement operator
The movement of a fish in different instances is tracked using the individual movement
operator. A fish moves to a new region evaluating the amount of food. The quality of a
food source is measured in terms of the Fitness value. Thus, current location of a fish is
given by the following:
xi (t + 1) = xi (t ) + rand (−1, 1) × stepind (t )

(12)

where xi(t) is the current position of a fish at time instant, rand() is a random value
function between [–1, 1] and Stepind denotes the individual step size of a fish.
Mathematically, an updated Stepind is obtained using equation (13) below, where
Stepind initial and Stepind final are the initial and final individual steps, respectively, and
Iterations denotes the total number of occurrence of the phenomenon.
Stepind (t + 1) = Stepind (t ) −

Stepind initial − Stepind
Iterations

final

(13)
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The fitness difference between the current and new location of a fish, ∆fi, and the
corresponding displacement, ∆xi, are computed using (14) and (15).
Δfi = f ( xi (t + 1) ) − f ( xi (t ) )

(14)

Δxi = xi (t + 1) − xi (t )

(15)

In our problem, we need to define two fitness functions: one assigning a fitness value to
each context node, given by:
λ

∑γ

u

Fcontext node =

u =1

(α − λ) × β

(16)

and one assigning a fitness value to each neighbour, given by:
fu =

γu

(17)

βu

In equations (16) and (17), γu is the average ratings of the neighbours of the target user u
of a context assigned by non-λ’s, λ is the number of neighbours, α is the number of users
of the context and β is the average degree of impact of users in that context.

3.2.2 Feeding operator
The weight of a fish increases after successful food searching. The present weight is
calculated using(18):
Wi (t + 1) = Wi (t ) +

Δf i
max(Δf )

(18)

where wi(t) is the weight of a fish i at the time instant t, ∆fi is the fitness difference
between the current and new location of a fish i and max(∆f) = maxi{∆fi}. A parameter
Wscale is used to restrict the maximum weight of a fish. The weight of a fish belongs
between 1 and Wscale while i initial weight is assumed to be Wscale/2.

3.2.3 Collective instinctive movement operator
As a consequence of successful individual movement, some fishes attract others. Thus,
the resulting direction of all fishes can be formalised using (19), where N denotes the
population size. Finally, the updated position of each fish is given by (20):
N

∑ Δx × Δf
i

I (t ) =

i

i =1

N

∑ Δf

(19)

i

i =1

xi (t + 1) = xi (t ) + I (t )

(20)
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3.2.4 Collective volatile movement operator
After a successful food searching the radius of the school should contract, i.e., drift
inwards with respect to the barycenter (centre of gravity) of the school. Otherwise, school
dilatation would occur. The barycenter considers current position and weight of the fishes
and it is obtained using (21). The contraction and dilation are performed using (22) and
(23), respectively.
N

∑ x (t ) ×W (t )
i

B (t ) =

i

i =1

(21)

N

∑W (t )
i

i =1

xi (t + 1) = xi (t ) − Stepvol rand (0,1)

[ xi (t ) − B(t )]
D ( xi (t ), B (t ) )

(22)

xi (t + 1) = xi (t ) + Stepvol rand (0,1)

[ xi (t ) − B(t )]
D ( xi (t ), B(t ) )

(23)

where D(.) is a function that returns Euclidean distance between the barycenter and the
current fish position. Stepvol is used to direct fish displacements from or to the barycenter.
Stepvol is expressed as percentage of search space range exploration and is controlled by
Stepvol max and Stepvol min. Usually, Stepvol is assumed to be twice Stepind. Stepvol decreases
linearly from Stepvol max to Stepvol min in successive iterations. Table 1 describes the
analogy between contextual recommender system and fish school parameters helpful in
finding the reputed users and Appendix A presents the proposed RCFSS algorithm.
Table 1

Sl

Analogy between contextual recommender and Fish school parameters

Fish school parameters

Contextual recommender parameters

1

Fish

New user

2

X i (t )

Current reputation rating of a user similar to the target user

3

Wi(t)

Current recommendations of a user similar to the target user

4

Stepind(t)

Degree of impact of a user

5

Stepind initial and Stepi

Maximum allowable degree of impact of a user in the initial
(i.e., after the root node) and final level (i.e., in the leaf nodes )

6

Iterations

Tree levels

7

∆fi

Fitness difference between two contexts

8

∆x i

User reputation difference at the current and previous instant

9

I(t)

Desired fitness of a similar user in a new context or feature

10

B (t )

Desired recommendations of a similar user in a new context or
feature
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Recommendation using ABC

One advantage of a recommender system is that it performs suggestions according to user
need. In other words, it displays the top recommendations. In addition to, the system
reveals recent top rated items that influence decision-making. In this section, we propose
a novel hotel recommendation strategy using a hybrid artificial bee colony (ABC) and
simulated annealing (SA) technique. The ABC algorithm imitates the behaviour of social
bees in search of food while SA mimics the melting process of solids in a heat bath. Both
of these are efficient approaches for solving optimisation problems. In view of the given
problem, the SA algorithm tracks users’ visiting in durations whereas the ABC algorithm
generates the recommendation.

4.1 Brief overview of ABC
The ABC algorithm was proposed by Karaboga (2005). ABC is a swarm-based
optimisation technique which follows the principle of self-organisation. The algorithm is
based on the movements of artificial bees in search for food. The quality of each food
source depends on the amount of nectar on it. The hive consists of three types of bees:
onlooker, employed, and scout. Scouts are responsible in searching of the food locations.
Employed bees inspect the quality of the Nectar in a food source. Finally, onlooker bees
decide a food source based on the greedy selection policy. In recent years, ABC
algorithm has been successfully applied in diverse research domains.

4.2 Brief overview of SA
SA was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983). SA is motivated by the phenomenon
known as ‘annealing’, that is, the melting of solids in a heat bath beyond their melting
point. Subsequently, the cooling of the liquid is performed until the lower energy-based
ground state is achieved. The structure of the well-formed crystals depends on the rate of
cooling. If the cooling is performed slowly then perfect crystals are formed. Otherwise,
crystals will contain imperfect states and results in quenching.

4.3

Proposed hybrid approach

Table 2 describes the analogy between recommender and the ABC and SA parameters.
Consider N hotels, hi, i = 1,…,N. The objective function in terms of hotel
recommendation is described below. The goal is to maximise the recommendation value
of each hotel in a fixed period of time.
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Table 2

Sl

Analogy between recommender and ABC and SA parameters

ABC
parameters

Hotel recommender parameters

SA
parameters

1

Hive

Users

--------

2

Onlooker bee

Customer with maximum recommendation

--------

3

Employed bee

A customer similar to the onlooker having higher
ratings or likings

--------

4

Scout bee

New user

--------

5

xi j

Hotel rating

--------

6

j
xmax

Maximum allowable rating

--------

7

j
xmin

Minimum allowable rating

--------

8

j

Pivotal parameters e.g., rooms, facilities, services etc.

Molecular
positions

9

fitnessi

Aggregate rating of the employed bee in the duration
Number of visits of a employed bee in a duration

--------

10

--------

Objective function value

Energy

11

--------

Budget

Temperature

12

--------

Feasible solution

State

13

--------

Decrement of budget by a factor

ϑ

14

--------

Subset of the pivotal parameters

Quenching

4.3.1 Objective function
Max Yi =

Ui

Viu

∑∑ ( δ

iu

× ρigu ) + ( κigu + ωigu )

for i = 1,… , N

(24)

u =1 gu =1

where Ui is the total of users who visit the hotel hi in the fixed interval of time, Viu is the
total number of visit paid by the uth user to the hotel hi, δiu is the significance of hotel hi to
the uth user, ρigu is the number of recommendations during the guth visit of uth user, κigu
is the duration of the guth visit of the uth user and ωigu is the number of advance bookings.
Subject to:
1

Number of features available to the hotel hi
≥ Threshold
Number of preferred features by u

2

Average rating of hi ≥ Threshold

( Number of recent positive reviews to hi )
3
4

× ( Number of recommendations to hi )
Number of recent reviews to the hotel hi

≥ Threshold

Probability of offering pivotal parameters during the gu th visit = 1

A secured context-aware tourism recommender system using ABC and SA
5

Aggregate ovearall rating iu
≈ Constant
Viu

6

0 ≤ δiu ≤ 1
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4.3.2 Feasible solution
Required Features in gu th visit

∑

P (Availability of the Feature) × Feature Recommendation

Feature =1

The optimal searching of the objective function value requires the computation of other
parameters which are presented below:
qi =

(Seasonal visits-Non-seasonal visits)
(Changes in visits in between consecutive discount period)

vi = Number of voting’s to the hotel hi

∑

Rij′ = ⎣⎡3 × P ( Rkj ) ⎦⎤ + ⎣⎡ Rij + φij ( Rij − Rkj ) ⎦⎤ + ⎡
P ( ς scout k ) × τ scout k ⎤
⎢⎣ Scout bees
⎥⎦

(25)

where Rij′ is the feedback of hi, P(Rkj) are the probability of performing rating k by three
types of bees, P(ςkscout)is the probability of a scout to become regular visitor, τkscout is the
number of waggle dances, j is the number of dimensions and ϕij belongs between [–1, 1].
The proposed ABC algorithm here is described in Appendix B.

5

Experimental results

The Irish Trip-Advisor dataset has been used to perform validations for the algorithm.
The dataset consists of 29,799 reviews of 21,851 unique peoples. The reviews were
collected from September2007 to September 2009 considering every hotel from all areas
of Ireland. User activities also needed to be evaluated for computing the reputations.
Thus, AOL query dataset has been considered.

Overall
hotel
rating

Value

Rooms

Location

Cleanlin
ess

Check
in/front
desk

Services

Business
services

xi(t)

Trinzeon

Number
of helpful

Author

A record from the Trip-Advisor dataset
Number
of reader

Table 3

2

2

5

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

0.24

The values in Table 3 show different contextual factors of the context hotel considering a
specific location collected from the Trip-Advisor dataset.
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Results of the individual movement operation (Giu= Stepind(t))

Contextual feature

Stepind(t)

[xi(t)]

rand()

nd

xi(t + 1)

0

0

0.5

15

0

None
Travel, maps and weather

–0.2

0.24

0.5

15

0.14

Food and drink

0.3

0.24

0.5

15

0.39

Country and places

0.4

0.24

0.5

15

0.44

The results in Table 4 show a prediction of the reputation values using values from the
above mentioned dataset and the specified AOL dataset. The results reveal that user
reputation increments with proper operations. The variation of reputation in time
considering user operations is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3

Reputation of a user according to the degree of impact (see online version for colours)
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Table 5

Results of the collective instinctive movement operation

Reputation measured
by user

xi(t – 1)

xi(t)

(∆fi)

I(t)

[xi(t + 1)]

1

3

4

1

0.5

4.5

2

3

4

1

0.5

4.5

3

4

4

1

0.5

4.5

4

4

4

1

0.5

4.5

Table 6

Results of the collective volitive movement operation

Reputation
measured by user
1

[xi(t)]

[wi(t)]

B(t)

Stepvol =
2*Stepind(t)

rand()

[xi(t + 1)]

5

9

4.7

1.8

0.5

4.7

2

5

9

4.7

1.8

0.5

4.7

3

5

10

4.7

1.8

0.5

4.7

4

4

8

4.7

1.8

0.5

4.7

Tables 5 and 6 forecast the future user reputation using the collective instinctive and
collective volitive methods. The computation considers extreme values of the variables
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(reputation scale-5, recommendation scale-10). As the result demonstrates, collective
volitive operator finds the most appropriate and reputed user among all similar contexts
or features.
The relation between the degree of impact of a user and the resultant recommendation
is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4

Recommendations of a user according to the degree of impact (see online version
for colours)
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The relation between the fitness of a context and the degree of impact of the neighbours
is shown in Figure 5. The figure reveals that the fitness is proportional to the proper
operations of the neighbours.
A comparison between our reputation scheme and a similar work based on trust
values of the neighbours ‘TidalTrust’ algorithm (Golbeck, 2006) is shown in Table 7.
The result shows that our algorithm performs better than the TidalTrust algorithm.
Figure 5

Fitness of a context according to the degree of impact of neighbours (see online version
for colours)
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Table 7

Comparison of the results (trust or reputation threshold = 4.0)

Reputation of a
user using fish
school strategy

Trust value of neighbours
(Tsj)

Trust value of the target
user by neighbours (Tji)

Trust value of
the target user
by new user’s
(Tsi)

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.9

4.9

4.9

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.8

5.0

5.0

4.9

5.0

5.0

4.9

5.0

5.0

4.9

4.8

4.9

6

Conclusions and future research directions

The paper explores different features of existing recommendation systems and proposes a
novel feedback strategy for tourism recommendation. The proposed solution is partially
unconventional, and here the prime objective is to find out an optimal or near optimal
selection for recommendation advice to the other contemporary users. The proposed
model also provides additional level of identifying trusted and reputed users, whose
feedback can be propagated strategically for next subsequent levels of recommendation.
This feature could enhance the trust and reputation of recommender system and reliability
of the system also should be upgraded accordingly. Several interesting observations have
been made during the implementation of the model based on popular recommenders. The
difference of selection and recommendation level demonstrates the relevance of the
proposed schema for recommendation. If more non-deterministic features could be added
up, then the recommender system will need more adaptive algorithm for achieving better
ratings. The proposed research shows a few limitations when handling big and dynamic
set of data produced as a result of user-item interactions, recommendation performs
optimally when it is tested on relatively small dataset, but it may become slightly
unsuitable on very large dataset. Case-based reasoning (CBR) could solve the problem of
following the similar users more efficiently. Considering the practical importance of
recommender and the popularity of social network applications, more hybrid form of
recommendation strategies could be required in the next level of the application. In
particular, the deployment of suitable machine learning algorithm from context could
enhance the ability of recommendations in future applications.
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Appendix A
RCFSS algorithm
Initialization: User clicks, Contexts and corresponding contextual features
begin
for level = depth to 1 do//participation of the target user in different levels
for preferred contextual feature = 1 to con_feature do
//a preferred contextual feature of target user
while (Fitness difference between a contextual feature node of two hotels > 1) do
Choose the new node using heuristic strategy of the fish
Select s similar users from the node using standard similarity coefficient
for similar user = 1 to s do
if (Change of fu in successive instants = FALSE and Giu > Threshold) then
Compute xi (t + 1) and wi(t + 1) using (12) and (18)
Compute ψ and μ using (7)and(8)
Update individual and node fitness
break
else
The user has performed malicious operations
end if
end for
if (B(t) = TRUE and (μ > ψ)) then
Update xi(t + 1) using (22)
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else if (I(t) = TRUE and recommendation < B(t) = TRUE) then
Update xi(t + 1) using (20)
else
Update xi(t + 1) of B(t) using (23)
Compute I(t) using(19)
end if
if (xi(t)’saverage = maximum among similar users) then
The user is reputed and appropriate for the new users
else
end while
end if
end for
end for
for reputed user = 1 torepu_user do
Compute χrepu_user
end for
if (χrepu_user=maximum) then //comparing references between target user and reputed users
The user is trusted
end if
end begin

Appendix B
ABC algorithm
Initialization: Recommendation set Si = {}, Top rated hotels Ri = {}, Number of times
employed bee memorize a hotel rating Ki = {}, Bee_cycle = 1, Solution Sol = Sol0,
Temperature T = Tmax
begin
while (Bee_cycle≤Duration) do
//generating the recommendation list for duration
If (vi >> Threshold and qi < 0 and availability = TRUE) then
repeat
repeat
A neighbor solution Sol′ is generated and compute difference of the energies
ΔE = f(Sol′) –f(Sol)
if(ΔE ≤ 0) then
Accept the solution and SetSol = Sol′
else
Reject the neighbor solution
end if
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until (iterations in a temperature)
if (Yi > Threshold) then
Insert the corresponding hotel in Si
else
Do not insert in Si
Update the current temperature as T = ϑT
end if
until (T ≤ Tmin)
Compute L = fitness(average) of Si
else if (vi ≥ Threshold = TRUE and availability = TRUE)
repeat
Scouts bees identifies a rating using food source generation rule
Ratings are inserted in Ri
Employed bees fly to Ri and choose using (25)
Update Ki
until (visits of a scout)
else
break
end if
for i = 1 to selected ratings do
if (Ki ≥ L) then
Inset the selected hotel in Si and display
else
Display Si and Ri
end if
end while
end begin
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